
3.2 Key questions for the ethical assessment of security-relevant research

 Research are designed to help researchers and committees responsible for the ethics in secu-
rity-relevant research (KEFs) decide in which instances a further ethical assessment of security- 

-
duces knowledge, products or technologies that could be misused directly by third parties to 
cause  harm to human dignity, life, health, freedom, property, the environment or 

91

-
-

ally concerns the compatibility of the research with constitutional principles or the basic rules 
of the respective research institution and the DFG “Guidelines for Safeguarding Good Research 

92

The KEFs also assess security-relevant risks connected to military non-disclosure and to research 
funding from sponsors with military associations, and security-relevant risks which could arise 
from cooperation with researchers with military associations or from authoritarian regimes.

feedback on their own work from 2016–2019 and published checklists and guides on research 
risks.93 The Joint Committee believes that the respective responses of researchers and KEFs and 

case-by-case considerations under the respective local framework for research and their ethi-
cal evaluation. The Joint Committee therefore does not want to prescribe generally valid ethical 

security-relevant research risks in the sciences.

91  Further information on security-relevant research and the work of the KEFs in the Joint Committee’s activity reports is 
available at: www.sicherheitsrelevante-forschung.org/en/publications (last accessed: 21 November 2022).

92  
10.5281/zenodo.6472827 (last accessed: 28 September 2022).

93

28 September 2022); Internal Guidelines of the Paul-Ehrlich-Institut for the Handling of Potentially Security-Relevant 
Research.
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1.    Key questions for researchers, the answer to which may suggest the need for consultation by 
KEFs

1.1  

94 and thus need to be referred to a compli-

2.   Key questions for processing the query by the KEFs

-

-
rect95

be the scale of the potential damage and are any suitable countermeasures96

97

 
3.   Key questions for the conclusive assessment and consultation by the KEFs

-

-

94

human rights, humanitarian international law, rules of war, prohibition of torture and violence, Biodiversity Convention.

95

96 E.g. measures of recovery and traceability and damage limitation.

97
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